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Roberto's Italian Dining & Pizza
from 2-6pm
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3669 E. Highland Ave.
Highland, CA
There will also be a “pirate gift exchange.” If you haven’t
done one of these, it’s where you can pirate another’s gift by
trading your’s for his/her’s. To keep things “reasonable, there
is a $25 maximum on gift value.
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Editor’s Comments
By Jim Sommer
Mars is coming around again and will soon be in the
best position for 2009-2010. On December 1, it will rise
a little before 2200 PST and by the end of the month,
2000 PST. Riding between Leo and Cancer it will be
best to observe around midnight or after to take
advantage of better conditions that the early morning
hours afford. Mars also enters its retrograde phase,
gradually slowing until on December 21, it appears to
stop. The next night you will see it change direction.

December 31, Partial lunar eclipse, 2 p.m. EST
January 23, Club meeting at the Museum
January 26, Outreach at Emmerton [sp?] Elementary
School
Meeting Dates and Museum Public
Outreach Dates, 2010
Please mark the following club meeting dates on your
calendar for 2010. Come and have fun!
January 23
February 20
March 20
April 17
May 22 (Astronomy Day)
June 19
July 24
August 14 (Outdoor BBQ)
September 25
October 16
November 13
December, date TBD
Johnson Valley Star Party
by Cliff Saucier

Although Mars is in its best position in two years it is
still small, even in a larger scope. But with patience and
good conditions you should be able to get some very
nice views.

Robin drove up the road to the site as I was setting up
my new eighteen. We observed until about eight-thirty,
when Martin and Scott pulled in as well, with their
twelve inch scopes. Robin left early, and the rest of us
packed it in about twelve-thirty. The sky was a little hazy
and the seeing a little off, but it was still a wonderful
night, with some great views being had. The best thing
was the lack of wind. I think some got scarred off with
the dropping temperatures, but with no wind it's not
really much to deal with. Maybe next time out more will
join us! These winter skies feature some of the best
celestial objects to be seen.

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter:
Saving a Treasure
A recent article in Spaceflight Now described the furious
efforts engineers are making to solve the MRO’s
electronic glitches. There have been four resets this year
and engineers fear that too many will result in damage to
the Orbiter’s program. They also have to be careful that
any fix does not impact the program lest the MRO
“forgets” that it is supposed to be mapping Mars.
Officials are confident that the $720 million mission can
be saved.

as a communications relay station for NASA's Spirit and
Opportunity rovers. MRO is also deemed be a major
part of the communications plan for the Mars Science
Laboratory rover when it arrives in 2012. The MSL is
appropriately named “Curiosity.”
MRO is equipped with six primary instruments: the
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment, Context
Camera, Mars Color Imager, Compact Reconnaissance
Imaging Spectrometer for Mars, Mars Climate Sounder
and Shallow Radar for ground mapping. The orbiter also
carries a telecommunications relay package and two
engineering demonstrations.
NASA says the MRO has returned more scientific data
than all previous Mars missions combined.

Victoria Crater
MRO Photo
The MRO was launched in 2005, and arrived at Mars in
March of 2006. It completed its primary phase of
science operations in November 2008.
Once the orbiter its given a clean bill of health, it will
restart science observations and play an additional role

(Photos, NASA/JPL)

Water on the Moon!
(CNN) -- NASA said ... it had discovered water on the moon, opening "a
new chapter" that could allow for the development of a lunar space station. The
discovery was announced by project scientist Anthony Colaprete at a midday
news conference. "Indeed, yes, we found water," he said. The find is based on
preliminary data collected when the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite, or LCROSS, intentionally
crashed October 9 into the permanently shadowed region of Cabeus crater near the moon's south pole. After the
satellite struck, a rocket flew through the debris cloud, measuring the amount of water and providing a host of other
data, Colaprete said. The project team concentrated on data from the satellite's spectrometers, which provide the best
information about the presence of water, Colaprete said. A spectrometer helps identify the composition of materials by
examining light they emit or absorb.
Although the goal of the $79 million mission was to determine whether there is water on the moon, discoveries in
other areas are expected as studies progress, Colaprete and other scientists said at the briefing at NASA's Ames
Research Center at Moffett Field near San Francisco, California.
"The discovery opens a new chapter in our understanding of the moon," the space agency said in a written statement
shortly after the briefing began. Michael Wargo, chief lunar scientist at NASA headquarters in Washington, said the

latest discovery also could unlock the mysteries of the solar system. He listed several options as sources for the
water,
including solar winds, comets, giant molecular clouds or even the moon itself through some kind of internal activity.
The Earth also may have a role, Wargo said.
"If the water that was formed or deposited is billions of years old, these polar cold traps could hold a key to the
history and evolution of the solar system, much as an ice core sample taken on Earth reveals ancient data," NASA
said in its statement. "In addition, water and other compounds represent potential resources that could sustain future
lunar exploration."

A Year’s Worth of Outreaches
By Chris Clarke
Well, another year is fading into the mists of time and we can look back at our annual effort of publicly promoting
astronomy. Because of poor weather, we had to cancel three events; two at local schools and one at the Redlands
Asistencia. However, nine others were successfully engaged and we saw a total of over 1800 people in attendance.
The three elementary school visits we did had 800 kids and family members looking through our scopes, while the
five Museum events had at least a thousand in attendance. As a public service, we did a viewing event at Cal State
San Bernardino that attracted and brought in students who were visiting the new campus fitness center.
I want to thank all the members who took time out of their busy schedules to come down and participate in these
events. Without your interest and effort, we simply could not do outreaches. These events are extremely meaningful
and special for the folks who attend them. The reactions of the kids alone are priceless memories for us to enjoy as
we stand by our scopes and assist them with the viewing.
Also, we have an incredible collection of scopes to share, as well as a wide variety of backgrounds and expertise to
throw into the mix. We share our love of the universe with others in the hope of “turning them on” to it, just as we
were in the beginning.
I’m proud to be part of this group of volunteers that do whatever they can, whenever they can, to promote the wonder,
beauty and mystery of the cosmos. Next year, we’ll do it all over again!!—stay tuned for dates and details.

A Night Under the Stars: Red Cloud Road site
By Steve Peeters
On Saturday, November 14th our club had a star party
at Johnson Valley. Also on the 14th was the Star Stare
at the Colorado River sponsored by the Blythe club.
The sky conditions seemed a little iffy and the
temperature a bit lower than normal. Still, I was
planning on going to one of these two events. But
then I came down with a cold. Fortunately the cold
turned out to mild. On Monday the 16th, I notice the
wather had warmed up some and that the Clear Sky
Clock web site was showing excellent conditions for
the night. These two facts (along with the cold being
mild) got me excited about going out to observe.
Though I like the Johnson Valley site I wanted to go
somewhere a bit darker and somewhat warmer. This
is because I love warm nights and dark skies. The
Red Cloud Road site in the winter seasn tends to be
about 4 degrees warmer than Johnson Valley as it is
1,200 feet lower in elevation. I learned about the Red
Cloud site by searching for observing sites on teh
internet. You can access the site I found by going to
www.starimager.com and clicking on Observing Sites.
You may also want to check out the whole site. It is a
good one.
The drive out to the site is 97 miles from my home in
Yucaipa. I left my house around 4:30 p.m. and arrived
at the site shortly after 6:00 p.m. The drive out is an
easy one. Once on I-10, it is a straight shot out to Red
Cloud Mine Road. The drive out through the desert
on the I-10 seems quite nice because one does not
have to go over Cajon Pass, which I find a bit
stressful. Red Cloud Mine Road is about ten miles
east of Chiriaco Summit and some nine miles west of
Desert Center. Once on it you proceed for three miles
on a well groomed dirt road. At that point you can
drive off the dirt and onto the “desert pavement” to the
right of the road. For those who may not know,
“desert pavement” is much like man made pavement.
It is flat and firm, make up of small stones firmly
affixed to the ground beneath. You can safely drive
over it. I d rove out about 100 yards from the dirt road
and found a nice spot to set up for the night. Views in
all directions are pretty much open. There are some
low mountains to the west but they only go about ten
degrees into the sky and kindly block out what small
bit of light from Indio may be lurking behind them.

As for light domes, the one which is most prominent is
from El Centro to the southwest. It proceeds up about 20
degrees from the horizon. One can vaguely detect some
light from Las Vegas as well but it is fairly minimal. As
for darkness, I think this site is as good as Afton Canyon.
Conditions for the night were, as predicted, excellent. No
clouds, no wind, great seeing, and low humidity which
made for wonderful transparency. Also, the temperature
was pretty mild with a low for the night of 43 degrees. I
had my 15” Obsession set up and collimated, ready to go
by about 7:30 p.m.
I looked at many Messier objects, some double stars,
Jupiter, and numerous NGC objects. A few notable
comments:
M42 ws awesome as usual with the
Trapezium showing six stars, two of four being close
doubles. The Milky Way was very prominent and I could
easily detect fainter portions of it runnng along the
constellation Orion and down around Sirius. When the
great Andromeda galaxy was near the zenith I gazed at it
through my 8x56 binoculars and saw the splendor of it
filling the entire 6 degree field of view! I also got a kick
out of seeing M46, the open cluster in Puppis. Among its
many stars it sports a nifty little planetary nebula -- a
feature i had not previously noticed. Additionally, on this
night, I was treated to seeing some Leonid meteors.
Though this year’s shower wasn’t prolific, I did see five or
six very bright meteors and numerous faint ones.
Around 2:00 a.m.I settled into my sleeping bag. I just laid
the bag down on top of a large piece of carpet that I keep
my scope on. I was thinking that maybe after a couple of
hours I might start obsering again. At about 4:30 a.m. I
did wake up and noticed the constellation of Leo in a
decent position. Though I wanted to get up and view the
Leo Trio and the Beehive Cluster I just couldn’t quite
accomplish the feat of doing so. The warmth of the
sleeping bag won out over my zeal for observing. I fell
back asleep thinking about the beautiful night and next
woke up at about 6:30 a.m. I had a little food, packed up
everything and drove home. Overall, I was very pleased
with this site.
If you go to Red Cloud keep in mind that it is a primitive
area on BLM land. There are NO facilities of any kind.
If you like solitude, this is your place. During my 13
hours not a single car came by. In the distance you can
see traffic on I-10 but that’s your only link to the
“civilized” world.

